
Henrich Kurizkes And His Mother Revekka
Kurizkes 

This is me and my mother Revekka Kurizkes. We were photographed in Tallinn in 1946, after my
parents returned from evacuation; I was on service in Tallinn, and had an opportunity to visit them.
After the war I was waiting for demobilization. I didn't contemplate my future being with the army. I
wanted to enter the Law Faculty at the University and become a lawyer. Our Corps relocated to
Estonia and we were deployed in the military quarters in Kloog. However, there were no lodgings
for our battalion so we started building houses. Later we relocated to Algvida, in the opposite
direction from Tallinn, in the direction of Leningrad. We were staying in the woods, 7 kilometers
from the station. Demobilization started for older people. I was an officer. I was told I was still
young and had to serve in the army. I served in the Estonian Corps until 1949, when reorganization
of the army began and the staff was to be reduced. I already knew that I was not going to become
a staff officer so I got involved in the army finance division. I had no special education and had to
learn this speciality on my own. The state anti-Semitism fed by the struggle against cosmopolitans
was strengthening in the USSR and of course, it had its impact on me. In 1950, when the Estonian
Corps still existed, they made the place too hot for me. They never tried to hide the fact that the
reason for this was that I was a Jew. I requested demobilization, but they sent me to the Human
Resources department of the Leningrad regiment, and from there to Tikhvin, in the St. Petersburg
region where I was employed as a financier in the military enlistment office.
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